Level up your Spanish at the Cambridge
Spanish Centre
Spanish is the world's second language by number of native speakers. Over
530m people use Spanish to communicate each day. Join this group! Why is
Spanish so important? Several historical accidents, reckons The Economist.
Let's jump in and see how the Spanish Centre can help you master this
amazing language!

Group Classes

One to One

The Centre runs classes
each week throughout
the year for three
levels;

One to One tuition is a
perfect way to
superspeed your
language skills!

Beginners (A1/A2)
Intermediate (B1/B2)
Advanced (C1/C2)

We can ensure classes
are tailored to your
individual needs and
goals.

You can find out which
one is right for you with
our handy online test!
Benefit from small class
sizes; each class has 8
or less students.
Find out more!

You can bring a partner
or friend, and shape
your own curriculum.
Enrol at any time, the
form takes seconds to
fill out, and is available
here!

Conversation
Class
For learners who want to
focus on fluency, our
conversation sessions
could be the way
forward for you!
We run short classes
every Tuesday at
12.30pm with Maria, a
native Spanish speaker.
Conversation topics are
picked by you, and have
ranged from famous
films to nuclear power!
Find out more

Find out more!

Events and Meetups

Book Club: October 3rd
The first Book Club of the term is
around the corner!
Join us on Thursday, October 3rd
at 6pm for a vivid discussion about La
Loca de la Casa, a page turning semiautobiographical novel written by
renowned Spanish author, Rosa
Montero.

(I hear a Spanish bottle of wine or two
will be procured by the centre to help
facilitate sophisticated discussions ...
which will mainly be in Spanish ... of
course!)
If you're a speedy reader, you can pick
up a copy of Rosa Montero's book
here. Book club costs £10. We ask
you book a place by emailing the
Spanish Centre.

Book a place!

Cine Club: November
15th
My word, what a film! Sam, the
Canadian kid who writes these
newsletters, fell in love with Argentine
cinema after watching this movie
years ago in Monserrat, a rustic Barrio
of Buenos Aires.
It's a crime-drama, following the
investigations of Benjamín Espósito
(Ricardo Darín) into a brutal murder of
a girl.
El Secreto de Sus Ojos is highly
acclaimed and has its fair share of
awards including the Academy Award
for Best International Feature Film in
2010.
It's an 18, so please don't bring young
children.
See our film line-up!

Call for Interviewees!
Sam, the new Spanish Centre volunteer, is putting together a new feature for
the newsletter. He is looking to find an interviewee from each Hispanic country
of the world, and find out where they've come from, what makes them tick, and
how they've ended up in Cambridge - of all places! "It's like a Humans of New
York ... but more .... Hispanic Peoples of Cambridge" he muses, over a cup of
mate.
If you're interested in being featured, do reach out to the Centre's email;
info.cam.spanishcentre@gmail.com. The subject line "Sam's Interview".

That's it from the Cambridge Spanish Centre. We look forward to seeing you at
one of our events. If you have any questions, please get in touch with us
info.cam.spanishcentre@gmail.com

Cambridge Spanish Centre
60 Hills Road,
Cambridge
info.cam.spanishcentre@gmail.com
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